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Spallation
A spallation reaction is provoked by
bombarding target nuclei with high
energy (600-800 MeV) nucleons,
typically protons. The reaction is the
basis for the production of neutrons in
spallation neutron sources

Proton beam

A new concept for an ADS compactible high power spallation source has been derived, based on prior
liquid metal target, and the thermal-hydraulic test of the liquid metal EURISOL target. The new
density neutron fluxes in a sub-critical core. The design has been calculated to absorb 4 MW of
sufficient to power a full-scale industrial prototype of an ADS demonstrator.
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ADS
A spallation source can provide additional
neutrons to a sub-critical core

experiments; mainly the 1 MW irradiation test of the MEGAPIE
design feature an elongated geometry suited to producing highproton beam power and could be scaled up to 10 MW,
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Figures below: Details of the design
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Spallation source schematic
In a liquid metal (LM) spallation source,
LM crosses the path of a proton beam thus
releasing neutrons. The LM is then cooled
before being sent back to intersect
the proton beam
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Interfacing of the spallation source with its
containment & external heat exchanger
(shown in blue cut-away)
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Defence in depth = Prevent accident + Limit progress + Limit effects
Lessons from high power liquid metal targets MEGAPIE and EURISOL demonstrate how
these goals may be achieved
Barriers: MEGAPIE tested the world’s first liquid metal spallation source in the
1 MW range. Experience also showed the importance of mitigation strategies
assuming leaks will occur. Indeed,the D2O - cooled confinement hull
successfully held back an outbreak of coolant fluid from a faulty heat exchanger.
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Detail of electromagnetic pump installation
and beam monitoring inside the central beam
tube
Source outer shell corrugations slot into
corresponding HEX surface to evacuate
heat

High Power heat evacuation
EURISOL, a 4 MW liquid metal target tested hydraulically achieved high velocities of
6 m/s in mercury safely thanks to extensive health monitoring system. Due to its
compact design it may achieve flux densities of 1015 [n/cm2/s] with a 4 MW beam
Below: Neutron flux

[n/cm2/s]

EURISOL Target (15 cm diameter)

Below Beam window Stresses under a 4 MW beam

Filled with liquid metal flowing up
returning from spallation zone

Filled with liquid metal flowing
down towards spallation zone

Below : Flow pattern to evacuate 4 MW

Below: Test of EURISOL Target
Beam window featuring cusp
shape to reverse flow

Outflow

Test conducted at IPUL
in Latvia of the
EURISOL Target
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Detail of the bottom of the beam tube with
its convex concave conical beam window for
optimal cooling and low stress

Below left: comparison of recorded and predicted peak temperature in containment cooling
during the leak test
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into the safety
hull

Cut-away of the spallation source (grey)
showing the internal central beam tube,
pumps and tube instrumentation are not
shown for clarity.

Below right: Bottom of containment cut open for integrity check after the leak test with the
leaked liquid removed for surface inspection
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